1964

1. Do Wah Diddy Diddy - Manfred Mann
2. She's Not There - The Zombies
3. What Kind of Fool (Do You Think I Am) - The Tams
4. You Never Can Tell - Chuck Berry
5. Bread and Butter - The Newbeats
6. Come See about Me - The Supremes
7. Needles and Pins - The Searchers
8. I Get Around - The Beach Boys
9. How Do You Do It - Gerry and the Pacemakers
10. Farmer John - The Premiers
11. Out of Limits - The Marketts
12. Nobody I Know - Peter and Gordon
13. Remember (Walkin' in the Sand) - The Shangri-Las

14. Hippy Hippy Shake - The Swinging Blue Jeans
15. You Really Got Me - The Kinks
16. Dead Man's Curve - Jan and Dean
17. Bad to Me - Billy J. Kramer and the Dakotas
18. The Way You Do the Things You Do - The Temptations
19. A Summer Song - Chad and Jeremy
20. Fun, Fun, Fun - The Beach Boys
21. I Like It - Gerry and the Pacemakers
22. Come a Little Bit Closer - Jay and the Americans
23. A World without Love - Peter and Gordon
24. Stop and Think It Over - Dale and Grace
25. I'm So Proud - The Impressions
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